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SPREAD 

auth enticity
WITH INTERNATIONAL

BUTTER FLAVORS

INTRODUCING OUR GLOBAL 
BUTTER FLAVORS COLLECTION

Butter profiles are distinctly different around the world. Taste 
varies, depending on what a cow has eaten, how the cream is 
processed, the climate or season of the year, and cultural 
preferences.

Today's consumers are more than ever seeking adventurous 
taste experiences, including regional tastes from around the 
world.*

Now developers can appeal to consumer’s sense of adventure, 
create authentic international tastes for specific regions, and 
even match flavor profiles of gold standard products with our 
Global Butter Flavors collection.

Capture authentic butter profiles 
from USA, Europe, Latin America, 
and Oceania

Create premium taste and value 
in dairy or dairy-free applications

Produce a consistent profile
time after time

Replicate complex profiles

Meet stability and 
functionality requirements

Choose from hundreds of 
profiles applied in thousands of 
combinations to create signature 
butter tastes

Visit EDLONG.COM to learn more and get in touch with our experts. 

*Innova Top Ten Food Trends for 2022 report, Nov 2021

Why Bu�er Flavors?

"In dairy-free and better-for-you 
products, our butter flavors can 
mask off-notes while delivering 

balance, indulgence and an 
authentic taste profile.”

Julie Drainvi�e 
Edlong Sensory Manager



GRASS-FED RICHNESS

This distinctive butter flavor comes from 
free-range cows that graze on lush grass that 
grows in a specific climate.

AUSTRALIAN/NEW ZEALAND CREAMINESS

Australia and New Zealand produce sweet cream 
and cultured butters. You’ll find many butters
that source milk year-round from grass-fed 
cows, for a unique taste profile.

LATIN AMERICAN SWEETNESS

Latin American mantequilla is known for its 
sweet, dairy, cooked and fruity notes. Butter 
from the Chipilo region is famous 
throughout Mexico.

EUROPEAN TANGINESS

Cultured cream butter is standard in continental 
Europe. These butters have a tangy note, 
stronger aroma and fuller taste than American 
sweet cream butters.

All profiles are available dairy-free, Natural, 
Non-GMO, and US Whole Foods-Compliant.

Global Bu�er Flavors  Co�ection

Visit EDLONG.COM to learn more and get in touch with our experts. 
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